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The Netherlands: The representativeness of trade unions and
 employer associations in the audiovisual sector

The relevance of the Dutch audiovisual sector in terms of the number of employees is negligible.
 However, in qualitative terms, the sector is influential in Dutch society. The characteristics of
 collective bargaining are defined by the division into public and commercial broadcasting. In public
 broadcasting, there is a multi-employer collective agreement, under which all companies and
 employees are covered. The organisation NPO acts as a representative of the Minister on behalf of
 all employers. All four unions concerned sign the multi employer agreement. In the commercial part
 of the sector there is at best a single company agreement concluded by one of the unions.

Sectoral properties

Economic background

Development of sectoral employment and companies

Table 1: Sectoral properties

 2000 2010

Number of companies in the
 sector 2,241 2,040

Comment

Source of company data CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

Aggregate employment   

Male employment   

Female employment   

Share of sectoral
 employment as a % of total
 employment in the economy

  

Source of employment
 figures   

Comment

Aggregate employees 129,900 179,300 (2009)

Male employees 68,000 94,100

Female employees 61,900 85,200

Share of sectoral employees
 as a % of total employees in

 the economy
1.8% 2.3%

Source of employee figures CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

Comment

2. The sector’s trade unions and employer associations
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(i) trade unions which are party to sector-related collective bargaining

(ii) trade unions which are a sector-related member of the sector-related European Union Federation,
 such as:

EURO-MEI-: Media and Entertainment International – Technical Professions of the
 Entertainment Sector;
EFJ: European Federation of Journalists;
FIA: European Federation of Artists and Actors;
FIM: International Federation of Musicians.

(iii) employer associations which are a party to sector-related collective bargaining

(iv) employer associations (business associations) which are a sector-related member of the sector-
related European Employer/Business Federations, such as:

EBU: European Broadcasting Union;
ACT: Association of Commercial Television in Europe
AER: Association of European Radios
CEPI: European Coordination of Independent TV Producers
FIAPF: International Federation of Film Producers Associations.

2a Overview of the industrial relations landscape in the sector

Please include a brief overview of the IR landscape in the sector (3-5 sentences) – summarising the
 most important features of industrial relations structures in the sector (based on the fact sheets –
 but without going into detail.)

Please also report here, whether the crisis had an impact on the sector’s relevant social partner
 organisations (e.g. mergers, emergence of new interest organisations, impact on membership
 structure, important social partner activities/achievements in the sector during the crisis etc.).

The industrial relations structure of the audiovisual sector is characterised by a division into public
 and commercial broadcasting. The collective bargaining structure is shaped by this division. In the
 public part there is strict regulation and a high organisational density. All employers are bound by,
 and all employees are covered by, the multi employer agreement. In the commercial part there is
 far less regulation and a much lower employer and union density. The economic crisis has had no
 impact on the structures of the relevant social partner organisations, but the sector, as such, is hit
 by cut-backs.

2b Data on the trade unions

Table 2 Union fact sheet: Federation of Dutch Trade Unions, Arts, entertainment and media (FNV
 Kiem)

The union’s domain
According to your organisation's domain,

 do you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all types of the

 following subactivities….?

 

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities
Yes, the technical, production and artistic part

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities Yes, the technical, production and (performing) artistic part

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all of the following
 types of employees: Blue collar workers

 and white collar workers.

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations Yes
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 within the audiovisual sector?
According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the audiovisual

 sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the audiovisual sector?
 For instance, self-employed, temporary
 agency workers, fixed term contracts,

 freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 audiovisual sector?

Yes, Kiem also covers graphic professions in other media and in
 arts disciplines, and in entertainment.

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Multi employer bargaining;

Single employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

Please indicate the figure here.

3.000

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the union being consulted by the
 authorities in sector-related matters? Yes

How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Members
How many active members in employment

 does the union have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

7,000

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the audiovisual

 sector?
 

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the audiovisual sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated? FIM; FIA, Uni-Mei

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? Euro-Mei

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated?

FNV, Federations of Dutch Trade Unions; FNV Mondiaal is a staff
 unit at this central level. Staff employees of Mondiaal can
 participate in Euro-Mei, respecting and supporting members of
 unions of FNV (such as Kiem).

Source of information
Martin Kothman, FNV Kiem, telephone Interview, November 2011

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Table 3: Union fact sheet: Dutch Journalists’ Union (NVJ)
The union’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the  
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 audiovisual sector all types of the
 following subactivities….?

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities
Yes

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities No

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all of the following
 types of employees: Blue collar workers

 and white collar workers.

No: only white collar workers

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations

 within the audiovisual sector?
No: only journalists

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the audiovisual

 sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the audiovisual sector?
 For instance, self-employed, temporary
 agency workers, fixed term contracts,

 freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 audiovisual sector?
Yes

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single employer bargaining,

Multi employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

3,000

Please indicate the type of membership
Voluntary

.

Is the union being consulted by the
 authorities in sector-related matters? Yes

How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Members
How many active members in employment

 does the union have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

8,000 (incl. 2000 freelancers)

How many active members in employment
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 does the union have in the audiovisual
 sector?

1,000 (exclusive freelancers)

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the audiovisual sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

Higher than overall density

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated?

IFJ (International Federation of Journalists), Free Press Unlimited,
 Reporters Respond

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? EFJ (European Federation of Journalists), On File

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated?

FNV (Federation of Dutch Unions), Raad voor de Journalistiek,
 Stichting Landelijke Politieperskaart, Platform Makers,
 Persvrijheidsfonds, De Tegel (journalism awards), De Zilveren
 Camera (contest for professional photographers)

Source of information

Marc Visch, manager Collectieve Belangenbehartiging, (by Email,
 December 2011/January 2012)

Website:: www.nvj.nl; www.villamedia.nl

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Table 4: Union fact sheet: Christian Services Trade Union - Media (CNV Media Dienstenbond)
The union’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all types of the

 following subactivities….?

 

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities
Yes

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all of the following
 types of employees: Blue collar workers

 and white collar workers.

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations

 within the audiovisual sector?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the audiovisual

 sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the audiovisual sector?
 For instance, Self-employed, temporary
 agency workers, fixed term contracts,

 freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the Yes

http://www.nvj.nl/
http://www.villamedia.nl/
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 audiovisual sector?
General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single-employer bargaining,

Multi employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

3,000

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the union being consulted by the
 authorities in sector-related matters? Yes

How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Members
How many active members in employment

 does the union have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

 

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the audiovisual

 sector?
 

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the audiovisual sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

520

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated? WOW, via CNV

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? ETUC, via CNV

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated?  

Source of information
M. Wallaard, (email/phone, December 2011/January 2012)

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Table 5: The Union (De Unie/MHP)
The union’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all types of the

 following subactivities….?

 

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities
Yes

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all of the following
 types of employees: Blue collar workers

 and white collar workers.

No: white collar.

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all forms of enterprises
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 (for instance: public ownership, private
 ownership, multinationals, domestic

 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as
 they exist in the sector)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations

 within the audiovisual sector?
No: white collar professions

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the audiovisual

 sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the audiovisual sector?
 For instance, self-employed, temporary
 agency workers, fixed term contracts,

 freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 audiovisual sector?
Yes

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single-employer bargaining,

Multi employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

3,000

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the union being consulted by the
 authorities in sector-related matters? Yes

How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Members
How many active members in employment

 does the union have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

Please indicate the figures here. In case the figures also contain
 non-active members (e.g. retirees, students), please indicate.

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the audiovisual

 sector?
Information not obtained

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the audiovisual sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations
To which international organisations is the

 union affiliated?  

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated?  

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated?  
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Source of information

Hans de Jong, De Unie, email, December 2011

De Unie, through Mr De Jong’s mail, refused to cooperate in the
 research; the answers above are obvious according to previous
 sector studies. I could not obtain the figures on members and on
 membership of (inter)national organisations. I suppose De Unie
 is the smallest union in the sector, and I can imagine that De
 Unie is not active in a sectoral European organisation.

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

2c Data on the employer associations

Table 6: Dutch public broadcasting (NPO)
The organisation’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector companies pursuing all
 types of the following subactivities….?

Yes /No: in case your answer is ‘no’, please provide more details.

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities

No, Four sub-sectors have to be distinguished: Technical,
 facilitating activities; production activities; commercial
 broadcasting and public broadcasting

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities

Yes (collective multi-employer agreement covers these activities
 in the public broadcasting)

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all (legal) forms of
 enterprises (for instance: public
 ownership, private ownership,

 multinationals, domestic companies.…)
 (of course, only insofar as they exist in

 the sector)

Only public.

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover companies in the

 audiovisual sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover companies

 outside the audiovisual sector?

Yes, the collective agreement includes advertisement activities
 and producing TV guides

According to its domain, does the
 employer organisation potentially cover

 companies outside the audiovisual
 sector?

No.

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation engaged in
 sector-related collective bargaining?

Yes, although agreement is concluded under the responsibility of
 the Minister and the Board of broadcasting employers.

If yes, what form of collective bargaining? Multi employer bargaining

How many companies are covered by the
 collective agreements you sign within the

 audiovisual sector? (including those
 through extension mechanisms).

45 companies

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

6,450 employees

Please indicate the type of membership
Part of their job

Compulsory

Is the employer organisation being
 consulted by the authorities in sector-

related matters?
Yes
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How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Members
How many member companies does the

 organisation have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

45 companies

How many employees work in these
 member companies in total (i.e. in the

 audiovisual sector and beyond)?
6,450 employees

How many members companies does the
 organisation have in the audiovisual

 sector?
45

How many employees work in these
 member companies in the audiovisual

 sector?
6,450

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms

 of companies within the audiovisual
 sector is higher than/ lower than/

 (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

Higher than overall density

100%; obligatory

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms

 of employees employed by member
 companies within the audiovisual sector

 is higher than/ lower than/ (nearly)
 equal to its overall density. Please

 provide sources, if possible.

Higher than overall density

Affiliations
To which international organisations is the

 organisation affiliated?  

To which European-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? EBU (mandatory)

To which national-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated?  

Source of information
Alie Horden, telephone interview, November 2011

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Table 7: Movie Producers Netherlands (FPN)
The organisation’s activities

Within the audiovisual sector, is the
 organisation working in all types of the

 following subactivities….?
 

1. Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities;
Yes

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities No

Does your organisation’s domain have
 workplaces in all the regions?

Not applicable.

Producers work out of ‘the Randstad’ in NL all over the world.

Does your organisation employ workers
 outside the audiovisual sector? No

General information on the organisation
Has the organisation (a) company

 collective agreement(s) currently in
 force?

No: Producers work with individual contracts with freelancers and
 self-employed persons.

Is the organisation covered by a multi-
employer collective agreement? No

Is the organisation being consulted by the
Yes, in national and international matters (for example the EU
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 authorities in sector-related
 matters/social policy issues?

 Greenbook on digital rights).

How is the consultation carried out? Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad hoc basis

Employees

How many employees work in the
 organisation? Employers are member

30 ‘Employers’, producers, are member of the FPN. Members do
 not employ workers, but close contracts with free-lancers and
 self-employed people.

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 organisation affiliated? None

To which European-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? FIAPF

To which national-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated?

Close cooperation with three other organisations in the sector,
 OTP, Broadcast Producers (24 members), DPN, Producers of
 Documentaries (15 members) and VNAP, Producers of Animation
 products (17 members). These three organisations are not active
 in the social dialogue at national and European level, although
 some members of OTP represent big companies.

Source of information M. van der Haar, director of FPN, telephone interview on 5 April,
 2012

Table 8 Dutch Association for Commercial Radio (NVCR)
The organisation’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector companies pursuing all
 types of the following subactivities….?

 

1. . Motion picture, video and television
 programme production, sound recording

 and music publishing activities;

Yes, radio; programme production, sound recording and music
 publishing activities

2. Programming and broadcasting
 activities Yes, programming and broadcasting

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the

 audiovisual sector all (legal) forms of
 enterprises (for instance: public
 ownership, private ownership,

 multinationals, domestic companies.…)
 (of course, only insofar as they exist in

 the sector)

Private ownership

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the
 audiovisual sector all size classes of

 enterprises?

Yes; some radio broadcasters have been bought and sold by
 multinationals such as Talpa

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover companies in the

 audiovisual sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover companies

 outside the audiovisual sector?
Radio falls within the audio sector.

According to its domain, does the
 employer organisation potentially cover

 companies outside the audiovisual
 sector?

No

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation engaged in
 sector-related collective bargaining?

No, neither single nor multi-employer bargaining.

At the commercial radio there are individual contracts, with
 workers, free-lancers and self-employed

If yes, what form of collective bargaining? Not applicable
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How many companies are covered by the
 collective agreements you sign within the

 audiovisual sector? (including those
 through extension mechanisms).

Not applicable

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you

 sign within the audiovisual sector?
 (Including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

Not applicable

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation being
 consulted by the authorities in sector-

related matters?
Yes

How is the consultation carried out?
Within established structures, bi-laterial (employer
 representatives with authorities, with education on the content,
 and with economic affairs on infrastructure)

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur?

On a regular basis (at least once a year)

(six times a year, with economic affairs on infrastructural issues;
 not on labour issues)

Members
How many member companies does the

 organisation have in total (i.e. in the
 audiovisual sector and beyond)?

Not applicable

How many employees work in these
 member companies in total (i.e. in the

 audiovisual sector and beyond)?
Not applicable

How many members companies does the
 organisation have in the audiovisual

 sector?

.

12

How many employees work in these
 member companies in the audiovisual

 sector?
600

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms

 of companies within the audiovisual
 sector is higher than/ lower than/

 (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

50% (the other 50% in the public sector)

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms

 of employees employed by member
 companies within the audiovisual sector

 is higher than/ lower than/ (nearly)
 equal to its overall density. Please

 provide sources, if possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 organisation affiliated? Not applicable.

To which European-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? AER, Association of European Radios

To which national-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? Not applicable

Source of information

Jan-Willem Bruggenwirth, September 2012

Email contact, interview by phone,

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grünell

3. Inter-associational relationships

3a Inter-union relationships
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3a.1 Please list all trade unions covered by this study whose domains overlap with each
 other.

FNV Kiem, NVJ FNV, CNV Dienstenbond (Media) and De Unie.

(The Royal Dutch Performance Association (NVTV) is not part of the audiovisual sector, but is active
 in the live performance sector. However, the director, Josephine van de Mortel, was unable to be
 interviewed for the live performance sector (see this study).

3a.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the trade unions, concerning the right to
 conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation and
 implementation?

No. Only healthy competition.

3a.3 If yes, are certain trade unions excluded from these rights?

No.

3b Inter-employer association relationships

3b.1 Please list all employer associations covered by this study whose domains overlap
 with each other.

There are no employer organisations in the public sector. The Dutch Public Broadcasting
 Organisation, NPO, operates on behalf of all employers in the public part of the sector and is a
 representative of the Minister. (See above for the results of the NPO interview) The NPO is, like the
 other public employers, a mandatory member of the NOB, Dutch Public Broadcasting. NOB is not an
 employer or an employer representing organisation, but is a governmental supervising body
 controlling the NPO and the legal procedures for remuneration of public employees.

The NVCR, the employer organisation for commercial radio, operates in another field and commercial
 radio is not involved in collective bargaining.

3b.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the employer associations, concerning the
 right to conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation
 and implementation?

No, no overlap.

3b.3 If yes, are certain employer associations excluded from these rights?

No.

3b.4 Are there large companies or employer associations which refuse to recognise the
 trade unions and refuse to enter collective bargaining?

Yes, there are. Within the broadcasting subsector – among the public part and in the commercial
 part – employers are inclined to conclude collective agreements. However, all the production
 companies are opposed to this and do not allow unions in their companies. Among technical support
 companies, the employers reactions to trade unions are diverse. There is a federation for the
 subsector facilities, but the federation is not an employer organisation and is not allowed to
 conclude a collective agreement for employers. Of the large companies, most have a company
 collective agreement, but some prefer not to have a collective agreement at all. On this issue –
 collective labour agreements – unions are not recognised. In cases of restructuring however, unions
 are invited to reach agreements on social plans.

4. The system of collective bargaining

4.1. Estimate the sector’s rate of collective bargaining coverage (i.e. the ratio of the
 number of employees covered by any kind of collective agreement to the total
 number of employees in the sector).

To understand the collective bargaining coverage it is helpful to understand that there is no
 employer’s organisation for public broadcasters. Here the NPO acts on behalf of the Minister in the
 context of legal ruling. The commercial broadcasters and producers have, at best, single-employer
 agreements (six in total).

It is also important to distinguish between four sorts of activities in the sector:

public broadcasters;
commercial broadcasters;
production companies, many of whom are commercial;
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general technical support services.

Public and commercial broadcasters can buy programmes from production companies and both can
 hire general technical support.

For example the Union for Journalists (of the FNV) is mainly active in the first two subsectors above.

It is unknown how many (%) of the employees in the whole sector are covered by a collective
 agreement. This is due to the fact that producers, in particular the commercial ones, do not work
 with labour agreements, but with one-sided contracts, with flexible staff and those who are self
 employed. At the other end of the spectrum there is a collective agreement covering public
 broadcasters.. In between there are single employer and individual employee agreements. Thus, the
 relative importance of the collective labour agreement cannot be assessed.

Single employer agreements exist at RTL Nederland, Technicolor, Beeld en Geluid, Dutchview,
 Muziekcentrum van de Omroep, en Heuvelman Sound and Vision. Here, the unions are partner in
 the negotiations.

4.2. Estimate the relative importance of multi-employer agreements and of single-
employer agreements as a percentage of the total number of employees covered.
 (Multi-employer bargaining is defined as being conducted by an employer
 association on behalf of the employer side. In the case of single-employer
 bargaining, it is the company or its subunit(s) which is the party to the agreement.
 This includes the cases where two or more companies jointly negotiate an
 agreement.)

See 4.1. There relative importance of the multi employer agreement and of commercial single-
employer agreements is 50% an estimate made by the respondent for the FNV Kiem union.

4.2.1. Is there a practice of extending multi-employer agreements to employers
 who are not affiliated to the signatory employer associations?

No, that is not necessary, since all national, public channels are signatory party to the multi
 employer agreement.

4.2.2. If there is a practice of extending collective agreements, is this practice
 pervasive or rather limited and exceptional?

No, non-existent, not necessary; see 4.2.1.

4.3. List all sector-related multi-employer wage agreements* valid in 2011 (or most
 recent data), including for each agreement information on the signatory parties
 and the purview of the agreement in terms of branches, types of employees and
 territory covered.

* Only wage agreements which are (re)negotiated on a reiterated basis.

Table 9:Sector-related multi employer wage agreements

Bargaining parties
Purview of the sector-related multi-employer wage agreements

Period 1-12011 - 31-12-2012

 Sectoral Type of employees Territorial Number of employees
 covered

NOB/NPO
 (employer

 association)
 NOB is

 government’s
 governance of

 NPO.

Yes (public part) all no 3.000

Unions FNV
 Kiem, CNV
 Media, De

 Unie, NVJ FNV

    

4.4. List the sector’s four most important collective agreements (single-employer or
 multi-employer agreements) valid in 2011 (or most recent data), including for each
 agreement information on the signatory parties and the purview of the agreement
 in terms of branches, types of employees and territory covered. Importance is
 measured in terms of employees covered.

The most important agreement is listed in 4.3, the NOB agreement, which covers all public
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 broadcasters. A coverage of 50% is estimated. In addition the bargaining is scattered among the
 commercial broadcasters and producers. The relative importance of the different single employer
 collective agreements is unknown. Thus, in the sector there is one multi-employer collective
 agreement and some single employer collective agreements.

5. Formulation and implementation of sector-specific public policies

5.1. Are the sector’s employer associations and trade unions usually consulted by
 the authorities in sector-specific matters? If yes, which associations?

Respondents make a sharp distinction between the current government, and previous ones. Usually
 and normally all organisations, mentioned above, have, on an ad-hoc basis been consulted by the
 government in sector-specific matters, but relations have changed. Until 2007 for example, all
 parties were involved/consulted in the future(plans) of the national channels/broadcasting. At
 present, this consultation is non-existent.

5.2. Do tripartite bodies dealing with sector-specific issues exist?

No.

If yes, please indicate their domain of activity (for instance, health and safety,
 equal opportunities, labour market, social security and pensions etc.), their origin
 (agreement/statutory) and the interest organisations having representatives in
 them:

6. Statutory regulations of representativeness

6a Statutory regulations of representativeness for trade unions

6a.1. In the case of the trade unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish
 criteria of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to conclude
 collective agreements? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the
 organisations which meet them.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.

6a.2. In the case of the unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria of
 representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to be consulted in
 matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies? If yes, please briefly
 illustrate these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three union federations are
 represented:

Federations of Dutch Trade Unions (Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging, FNV);
Christian Trade Union Federation (Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, CNV);
MHP, the national union federation for middle and higher personnel.

6a.3. Are elections for a certain representational body (e.g. works councils) established as
 criteria for union representativeness? If yes, please report the most recent electoral
 outcome for the sector.

No.

6b Statutory regulations of representativeness for employer organisations

6b.1 In the case of the employer organisations, do statutory regulations exist which
 establish criteria of representativeness which an organisation must meet, so as to be
 entitled to conclude collective agreements? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and
 list the organisations which meet them.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.

6b.2 In the case of the employer organisations, do statutory regulations exist which
 establish criteria of representativeness which an organisation must meet, so as to be
 entitled to be consulted in matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies?
 If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal-Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three employer associations are
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 represented: VNO-NCW, MKB-Nederland, the employer association for SME’s and LTO-Nederland,
 the organisation for the agricultural sector.

6b.3. Are elections for a certain representational body established as criteria for the
 representativeness of employer associations? If yes, please report the most recent
 outcome for the sector.

No.

7. Commentary

The sector is divided into two sub sectors: public broadcasting and commercial broadcasting. In the
 former there is strict regulation and a high density. All employers are bound, and all employees are
 covered, by the multi employer agreement. All employers are mandatory member of a supervisory
 board. The board supervises the organisation NPO which acts as a representative of the Minister on
 behalf of all employers. The four unions concerned sign the multi company collective labour
 agreement. In the commercial sector there is far less regulation and a much lower employer and
 union density. Apart from public broadcasting, neither employers nor employees are very inclined to
 (collective) labour agreements although single employer agreements exist. In general there are no
 juridical disputes. This does not mean that there are no recognition problems at companies in the
 private sector (see question 3b.4).

Marianne Grunell, University of Amsterdam
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